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DEDICATED TO THE FIRST ENTERPRISE CREWMEMBER SUCKED 
INTO THE VACUUM OF SPACE DURING A BATTLE WITH THE 
SCIMITAR
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REMAN SHOCK 
TROOPER

ATTRIBUTES: Agl 8, Int 5, Per 11, prs 
4, Str 11, Vit 14
REACTIONS: Quik+2, Savv+2, Stam+6, 
Will+4
DEFENSE: 8; Health: 16
COURAGE: 3
SPECIES ABILITIES: Exceptional Night 
Vision, Day Blind, Tireless
SKILLS: Knowledge: Culture (Re-
man) +2, Knowledge: History (Reman) 
+1, Knowledge: Religion (Reman) +1, 
Knowledge: Specifi c World (Remus)+2, 
Language: Reman +3, Language: Romu-
lan +1, Stealth +2, Athletics (Jump) +4, 
Craft: Mining +3, Survival (Underground) 
+4, Armed Combat: Simple +3, Demoli-
tions +2, First Aid +1, Observe (Listen) 
+2, Ranged Combat: Energy Weapons 
(Disrupter Rifl e)+5, Unarmed Combat: 
Brawling +4, Tactics (Ground) +1
EDGES: Alert, Exceptional Fortitude, 
High Pain Threshold, Sneaky
FLAWS: Species Enmity (Romulans)
PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES: Survival 
Training
ADVANCEMENTS: 2
This Character could be found anywhere 
the Romulan Star Empire is fi ghting. 
Reman shock troops have been used by 
the empire since the Romulan-Vulcan 
wars. Shock troops were also used heav-
ily during the early 22nd century when 
several border confl icts occurred with the 
Klingons. The Remans were not used as 
much during the late 23rd and early 24th 
centuries, however during the Dominion 
War the Remans once again served as 
the fi rst wave of every major Romulan 
assault. This character could be from any 
of those time periods serving in any role 
from prison guard to front-line soldier.
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NEMESIS SUPPLEMENT

STAR TREK ROLEPLAYING GAME

NOREXAN-CLASS BATTLECRUISER          ROMULAN

HULL DATA
STRUCTURE: 40

SIZE/DECKS: 8/20 

LENGTH/HEIGHT/BEAM: 665/80.7/666.3 

COMPLEMENT: 560

OPERATIONAL DATA
ATMOSPHERE CAPABLE: NO

TRANSPORTERS: 5 STANDARD, 5 EMERGENCY

CARGO UNITS: 80

SHUTTLEBAY: 2 A

SHUTTLECRAFT: 16 SIZE WORTH

TRACTOR BEAMS: 1 FV, 1 AD, 1 AV

SEPARATION SYSTEM: NO

CLOAKING DEVICE: CLASS 4 (RATING 24)

SENSOR SYSTEM: CLASS 4 (+4/E)

OPERATIONS SYSTEM: CLASS 4 (E)

LIFE SUPPORT: CLASS 3R (DD)

PROPULSION DATA
IMPULSE SYSTEM: CLASS 4 (.95C) (D)

WARP SYSTEM: TYPE 5C6 (5/8/9.6) (D)

TACTICAL DATA
DISRUPTOR BANKS: RPFD-4 (X4/E)

PENETRATION: 6/5/5/0/0

TORPEDOES: RPT-5 PLASMA (X2/E)

PENETRATION: 7/6/5/4/3

DEFLECTOR SHIELD: FSQ (D)

PROTECTION/THRESHOLD: 17/4

MISCELLANEOUS DATA
MANEUVER MODIFIERS: +1C, +1H, +3T

Battle Cruiser, Commissioned: 2375
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NEMESIS SUPPLEMENT

STAR TREK ROLEPLAYING GAME

MISSION
Soon to become the empire’s main tool in protecting its core systems, the 
Norexan-Class warbird was borne out of the empire’s need to confront 
the ever-increasing threats to its security. Designed to support a vast 
array of military orientated profi les, both offensive and defensive, the 
Norexan-Class has quickly become the weapon of choice for implementing 
imperial policy within its own territory. Deployed to compliment the larger 
D’deridex –Class during the Dominion war, the Norexan-Class has since 
settled into a role of pirate intervention and counter-insurgency. Taking 
into consideration its powerful sensor arrays and formidable weapons 
arrays the Imperial Senate has approved of expanding the classes mission 
profi le to include many of the same tasks carried out by the D’deridex-
Class in an attempt to ease the burden carried by these aging behemoths.

FEATURES
The Norexan-Class warbird has quickly became a favorite amongst the 
admiralty within the empire because of its ability to carry out the hit-and-
run attacks of old, a feat the D’deridex class never truly had the fi nesse 
to achieve with any great success. For its size the Norexan-Class is one of 
the most maneuverable vessels in known space. In classic Romulan design 
the Norexan-Class resembles an intimidating predatory bird adding to the 
psychological effects of a ship constructed for the purpose of waging war.
The designers of the Norexan-Class learned from, and in many ways built 
upon the knowledge gained from the D’deridex-Class. Armed with four pri-
mary focus disruptor arrays and two forward-facing plasma torpedo tubes 

the Norexan-Class can bring a withering hail of fi repower down upon any 
enemy. A favored tactic of its commanders is to engage an enemy vessel 
head-on where the class is able to take advantage of its cloaking device, 
weapons systems and respectable shield grid.
The Norexan-Class uses an artifi cially created quantum singularity for its 
warp drive that is able to propel the ship along at a cruising speed of warp 
5. The ship employs the same cloaking device as the D’deridex-Class, thus 
making the ship vulnerable to being detected by the Tachyon emissions its 
warp engines gives off.

BACKGROUND
With the looming threat of the Dominion, and the increasing possibility 
of a Borg cube reaching Romulas itself, the senate approved plans for a 
smaller more easily constructed warbird. The design process began in 
2367 and a little over eight years later the Norexan had fi nished construc-
tion and had taken its place amongst the imperial fl eet. The class served 
with distinction during the last year of the Dominion war, taking part in 
every major Romulan offensive. The class accounted for 237 destroyed 
or damaged enemy ships, an incredible show of force for the then 24 
Norexan-Class ships that were in commission, even more incredible is that 
not a single Norexan-Class ship was destroyed by the enemy during the 
war. After the Dominion war came to a close the senate, based upon the 
classes all ready exemplary service, ordered the construction of a further 
36 ships to be built over an eight year period ensuring that the Norexan-
Class would continue to enforce romulan imperial policy into the 25th 
century.

SHIPS IN SERVICE

Name      Registry  Notes

Alaxaria  I.R.C. 2053  Responsible for the destruction of eight Orion pirate ships near Goluris

Khalaza   I.R.C. 2080  Destroyed Jem’Hadar warship near Betazed in 2375

Norexan   I.R.C. 2050  Prototype; Destroyed two wings of Jem’Hadar attack ships in Klingon Space near end of Dominion war

Sullus   I.R.C. 2068  Commander Thei’s warbird; destroyed by the Reman warbird Scimitar

T’Gaius   I.R.C. 2056  Escorted U.S.S. Bellerophon through the neutral zone in 2375

Testrix   I.R.C. 2062  Destroyed a Ketracel-White facility near the Chin’toka system

Valdore   I.R.C. 2065  Commander Donatra’s warbird; helped the U.S.S. Enterprise defeat the Reman warbird Scimitar
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NEMESIS SUPPLEMENT

STAR TREK ROLEPLAYING GAME

SCORPION-CLASS FIGHTER                    ROMULAN

HULL DATA
STRUCTURE: 5

SIZE/DECKS: 1/1 

LENGTH/HEIGHT/BEAM: 7/2.5/4.5

COMPLEMENT: 2 (1 PILOT, 1 WEAPON SYSTEMS OFFICER)

OPERATIONAL DATA
ATMOSPHERE CAPABLE: YES

TRANSPORTERS: NO

CARGO UNITS: 1

SHUTTLEBAY: NO

SHUTTLECRAFT: NO

TRACTOR BEAMS: 1 FD

SEPARATION SYSTEM: NO

CLOAKING DEVICE: NO

SENSOR SYSTEM: CLASS 1 (+1/B)

OPERATIONS SYSTEM: CLASS 1 (B)

LIFE SUPPORT: CLASS 1 (B)

PROPULSION DATA
IMPULSE SYSTEM: CLASS 5 (.95C) (BB)

WARP SYSTEM: TYPE 1C (3/4/5) (BB)

TACTICAL DATA
DISRUPTOR BANKS: TYPE I (A)

PENETRATION: 2/2/2/0/0

DEFLECTOR SHIELD: FSQ-2 (CC)

PROTECTION/THRESHOLD: 14/1

MISCELLANEOUS DATA
MANEUVER MODIFIERS: –1C, +4H, +1T

TRAITS: NIMBLE

Fighter, Commissioned: 2374
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NEMESIS SUPPLEMENT

STAR TREK ROLEPLAYING GAME

MISSION
The Scorpion-Class fi ghter is a multi-purpose fl eet interceptor. Normally 
operating in wings of four craft, the Scorpion is able to provide adequate 
protection for its base of operations. The Scorpion is most often deployed 
on Norexan-Class cruisers and Romulan starbases, although more than 
a few are assigned to planet-bound bases. These Scorpions act as both 
atmospheric fi ghter and space-capable interceptor. Scorpions assigned 
to Reman crews often have a much narrower range of missions. Reman 
Scorpions are mostly used as ground-support attack craft that helps clear 
the way for Reman assaults.

FEATURES
The Scorpion-Class fi ghter is a two-seat warp capable, weapons platform. 
The Scorpion features a large capital grade disrupter array that provides 
overwhelming fi repower when operating in wings. The Scorpion is capable 
of tremendous speeds at sub-warp, making it an elusive target. The life 
support and operations systems have numerous auxiliary systems allow-
ing the crew to operate without the need for EVA suits. The Scorpion is 
equipped with a sensor system that allows for quick targeting of enemy 
vessels. The Scorpions shield grid provides decent protection for its size.

BACKGROUND
The fi rst scorpions were completed in mid-2374 and were assigned to 
D’deridex-Class warbirds. Shortly after this initial deployment the Scor-
pions were involved in a border dispute with the Tholians. The Romulan 
fl eet that meet the Tholians in battle was badly damaged and most of the 

ships were unable to recover their fi ghters. Squadrons of fi ghters were left 
behind until relief could arrive at their location. By the time Relief showed 
up many of the Romulans who made up the crews of these Scorpions 
were dead. After that the senate approved a new schematic for the Scor-
pion incorporating a warp drive.
During the Dominion war Scorpion-Class fi ghters were involved in nearly 
every Romulan engagement. Reman Scorpions plagued Cardassian ship-
ping lanes during the war, accounting for nearly as many ships destroyed 
as the Norexan-Class cruisers that carried these Scorpions into battle. 
Reman Scorpions also helped ensure success in the many Reman ground 
assaults that took place during that war.
After the Dominion War Reman squadrons were relegated to planet-bound 
duties and many Reman crews were forced into returning to the Dilithium 
mines on Remus. In 2379 a number of the remaining Reman squad-
rons aided Shinzon in his plot to overthrow the current government on 
Romulas, and a number of these craft were on the Scimitar when it was 
destroyed.

REMAN SCORPION
Typically Remans are issued Scorpions that were amongst the fi rst pro-
duced, and the Scorpions that are assigned as replacements are built in 
the same manner. For Scorpion-Class fi ghters assigned to Reman squad-
rons make the following adjustments.
-Remove the Type 1C warp drive
-Increase the cargo units to 2
-Increase the shield grid threshold by 1

SHIPS IN SERVICE

Individual ships are most often named by their pilots, Romulans favor naming their Scorpions after loved ones while Remans favor naming theirs after 
the many beasts that stalk the mines on Remus. Squadrons are universally named after the location on the home planet of the majority of the crew-
members, such as a city in the case of Romulans or a specifi c section of the dilithium mines in the case of the Remans.
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SHINZON
SPECIES: Human
SPECIES ABILITIES: Adaptable, The Human Spirit, Skilled

ATTRIBUTES: Agl 8(+1) Int 11(+2) Per 8(+1)
Prs 10(+2) STR 8(+1) Vit 10(+2)

REACTIONS: Quik +2 Savv +3 Stam +4 Will +2

PROFESSION(S): Soldier

PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES: Favored Weapon (Armed 
Combat: Simple (Knife)), Evasion, Survival Training, Battle 
Hardened, Ground Tactics, Combat Leader

DEFENSE: 7

ADVANCEMENTS: 52
SKILLS: Culture (Reman, Romulan)+4, History (Reman)+1, 
Politics (Reman, Romulan)+2, Specifi c World (Remus, Ro-
mulas)+4, Language: Federation Standard+6, Language:
Reman+6, Language:Romulan+4, Unarmed Combat: 
Brawling+9, Athletics+5, Craft: Mining+7, Survival (Under-
ground)+8, Armed Combat: Simple (Knife)+9, Ranged Com-
bat: Energy Weapons (Disrupter Rifl e)+6, First Aid+6, Observe 
(Spot)+7, Repair+3, Tactics (Ground)+9, Demolitions+3, 
Inquire+4, Investigate (Research)+3, Life Science (Bioen-
gineering, Biology, Genetics)+5, Persuade+4, Medicine+1, 
Negotiate+2, Impersonate+2

EDGES: High Pain Threshold, Species Friend (Remans), Think-
er, Command 2, Night Vision, Exceptional Fortitude, Contacts 
3 (Romulan Star Navy; Administration), Ally 2 (The Viceroy), 
Promotion 5

FLAWS: Slow Healing, Reckless, Degeneration*

HEALTH: 12 COURAGE: 6 RENOWN: 30

BACKGROUND: Cloned From Jean-Luc Picard on Romulas, 
spent early childhood training to replace Jean-Luc Picard, Sent 
to the Dilithium mines on Remus at a young age, Commanded 
Reman troops in several key battles in the Dominion War 
(2375), Became Preator of the Romulan Star Empire in a coup 
(2379)

*Degeneration: Starting in October of 2379, Shinzon’s DNA 
starts a rapid degeneration that will kill him if he does not 
receive a full DNA transplant from Jean-Luc Picard.
In game terms starting in October, 2379 Shinzon must make 
a TN 15 Stamina reaction test every other day. If he fails the 
test subtract the number he failed by from his Vitality Attri-
bute, once his Vitality reaches 0 he dies. If Shinzon passes the 
test then he does not lose any Vitality, however he does not 
gain back any either. The only way to stop the Degeneration 
effect is for Shinzon to receive a DNA transplant from Jean-Luc 
Picard (this procedure kills Picard). Once Shinzon makes his 
fi rst test he cannot raise his Vitality through any means unless 
the DNA transplant occurs
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COMMANDER DONATRA
SPECIES: Romulan

SPECIES ABILITIES: The Discipline of D’era, 
Glory, Surveillance

ATTRIBUTES: Agl 8(+1) Int 8(+1) Per 10(+2)
Prs10(+2) Str 8(+1) Vit 8(+1)

REACTIONS: Quik +2 Savv +4 Stam +2 Will 
+4

PROFESSION(S): Starship Offi cer (Com-
mand)

PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES: Starship Duty, 
Starship/Starbase Protocols, Intrepid, Com-
manding Presence, Starship Tactics, Capable, 
Insight, Universal Renown, Command, Antici-
pate Opposition

DEFENSE: 8

ADVANCEMENTS: 35
SKILLS: Culture (Romulan)+7, History 
(Romulan)+5, Politics (Romulan)+5, Specifi c 
World (Romulas)+5, Language: Romulan+6, 
Infl uence (Charm)+5, Negotiate (Mediate)+6, 
Persuade (Oratory)+7, Administration (Romu-
lan Star Navy)+6, Computer Use (Retrieve)+4, 
Ranged Combat: Energy Weapons (Dis-
rupter Pistol)+3, Repair+3, System Operation 
(Command)+5, Tactics (Space)+5, Unarmed 
Combat: Self-Defense+2, Law (Romulan)+5, 
Athletics+2, Survival+3

EDGES: Keen Hearing, Promotion 5 (Com-
mander), Command 2 (Captain of the Valdore), 
Ally 2 (Commander Thei), Contacts 2 (Romu-
lan Star Navy; Administration), Innovative 2, 
Shrewd, Wealth 4

FLAWS: None

HEALTH: 9 COURAGE: 3 RENOWN: 24

BACKGROUND: Born on Romulas in 2351, 
Commissioned an offi cer in the Romulan Star 
Navy (2368), Served on the Harax (2368-
2374), Captain of the Valdore (2375-present)
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THE VICEROY
SPECIES:Reman

SPECIES ABILITIES: Exceptional Night Vision, 
Day Blind, Tireless

ATTRIBUTES: Agl 8(+1)Int 9(+1)Per 9(+1)Prs 
6(+0)
STR 11(+2)Vit 12(+3)Psi 10(+2)

REACTIONS: Quik +1 Savv +2 Stam +5 Will +3

PROFESSION(S): Soldier (Adept)

PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES: Evasion, Survival 
Training, Impenetrable Mind, Battle-Hardened, Mind 
Over Body, Combat Leader

DEFENSE: 8

ADVANCEMENTS: 48
SKILLS: Culture (Reman)+6, History (Reman)+3, 
Politics (Reman)+5, Religion (Reman)+5, Specifi c 
World (Remus)+6, Language: Reman+6, Lan-
guage: Romulan+4, Stealth+2, Craft: Mining+7, 
Demolitions+1, Infl uence+4, Armed Combat: 
Simple(Staff)+3, Athletics+2, Ranged Combat: 
Energy Weapons (Disrupter Pistol)+4, First Aid+6, 
Observe (Listen)+4, Repair+1, Survival (Under-
ground)+5, Tactics (Ground)+4, Unarmed Combat: 
Self-Defense+5, Inquire+3, Investigate+3, Life 
Science (Genetics, Microbiology)+2, Streetwise+2, 
Telepathy+8, Mind Shield+4, Mind Control+4, Em-
pathy+2

EDGES: Alert, Exceptional Fortitude, High Pain 
Threshold, Psionic, Promotion 4, Ally 3 (Shinzon), 
Contacts 3 (Reman Underground; Streetwise), 
Dodge, Sherpa, Psionic Focus (Telepathy), Psionic 
Focus (Mind Control)

FLAWS: Species Enmity (Romulans), Easily Dis-
tracted

HEALTH: 14 COURAGE: 3 RENOWN: 17

BACKGROUND: Born on Remus, Worked in the di-
lithium mines on that planet, Protected Shinzon as a 
child, Lead a contingent of Reman shock troops dur-
ing the Dominion War (2375), Plotted with Shinzon 
to seize control of the Romulan Star Empire, Became 
Shinzon’s Viceroy (2379)
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This full-color large-format book introduces the all-new Star Trek RPG, with everything you 
need to create a player character and head out on your own adventures in any era, any place 
in the Star Trek universe. Illustrated with images from all four television series and many of the 
fi lms, the Player’s Guide is packed with richly detailed background information and a comprehen-
sive history of the Star Trek universe. Start off with a ready-made character archetype or build 
your own using the extensive collection of character features ... then prepare to boldly go where 
no one has gone before!

You’ve read the Player’s Guide and now you’re prepared for the next step – you’re ready to 
become a Star Trek narrator. This full-color guide, matching the Player’s Guide in format, will 
provide you with detailed guidelines for creating and running your own “episodes” in the Star 
Trek universe. Includes creation rules for starships, planets, creatures, hazards, and aliens, as 
well as tips for linking your episodes into series and “seasons” of adventure for your players.

The full-color, four-panel Narrator’s Screen is designed to make your job as Narrator more 
smooth and enjoyable. Packed with all of the most important charts, tables, and forms from the 
RPG, this is one product no Narrator should be without!

Welcome to Starfl eet! You are the best the Galaxy has to offer: the men, women, and aliens 
of Starfl eet. With the Starfl eet Operations Manual, you have the wisdom of more than two cen-
turies of fi ve-year missions distilled into one place. Your Star Trek Role-playing Game characters 
can use the guidelines, hints, and rules in this sourcebook to keep their starships fl ying smoothly, 
to meet challenges on their own terms, and to outwit the most devious Romulans – or the most 
cunning Narrators!

This invaluable sourcebook for the Star Trek RPG is also a great reference book for all lovers 
of Star Trek starships. This fourth full-color hardcover for the role-playing game provides tacti-
cal, propulsion, hull, and operational data, as well as features, background, and a ships in service 
listing on over 40 classes of starships, including warships, freighters, cruisers, shuttles, and 
more. Covered in their own sections are the starships of Starfl eet, the Klingons, the Romulans, 
and the Cardassians. Additionally, there are over 40 pages covering other vessels of the Borg, 
Breen, Jem’Hadar, Ferengi, Species 8472, and more. A true encyclopedic reference tome not to 
be missed.

Plan your next fi rst contact! This full-color sourcebook for the Star Trek Role-playing Game is 
an invaluable guide to the inhabitants of many far-fl ung galaxies. From the aliens of the Alpha 
Quadrant to the denizens of Delta, this book provides you with the information you need to 
know.

As enemies or pets, dozens of alien beasts have graced the Star Trek screen. From the 
Mugato to the Klingon Targ, this book covers them all with background and game statistics. 
Whether you are looking to add pre-generated creature chaos to your Star Trek role-playing 
campaign, or just an afi cionado looking for information on the wild and wonderful ‘critters’ of the 
show, this is the reference book for you.

Now Available From Decipher, Inc.

Check www.starbase-coda.com for fan-made sourcebooks, including Expanded Spacecraft Operation with more Nemesis related stats, like the Scimitar and the Argo
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www.startrek.com
www.decipher.com
www.trek-rpg.net
www.starbase-coda.com

Witness the victory of the echo 

over the voice- shinzon
A military coup led by a mysterious figure 
draws the crew of the USS Enterprise to 
the heart of the Romulan Empire and pits 
them with a deadly nemesis...


